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GRACIOUSNESS & REFINED ELEGANCE AT THE CITY’S MOST EXCLUSIVE
ADDRESS MAKES MANDARIN ORIENTAL, ATLANTA THE SOUGHT AFTER
VENUE FOR WEDDINGS AND SOCIAL OCASSIONS

Southern elegance, five-star luxury and oriental graciousness define Mandarin Oriental,
Atlanta. Add to that the city’s most exclusive Buckhead address and the possibilities for
glamorous weddings, extravagant social events and intimate private parties are limitless.
The hotel is committed to delivering exquisite surroundings, legendary service and event
excellence for that special day, ensuring a celebration that is masterfully executed with
precision, passion and spectacular style.
Renowned for its unique sense of place and warm, residential appeal – all-important
attributes for a memorable wedding experience – Mandarin Oriental, Atlanta’s spacious,
airy and light- filled event space provides warmth, sincerity and refined elegance. Among
the choice of venues:

The Oriental Ballroom is a stunning and stately space that can host up to 200 guests. The
pre- function space is ideal for a champagne reception and a beautiful terrace overlooks
the stunning English Garden.

Azalea is a light and spacious room overlooking the welcoming arches of the hotel. Ideal
for a magnificent banquet accommodating up to 60 guests, the pre-function area is perfect
for a reception before the main event.

An elegant space for intimate celebrations or a private dinner party for 32 guests is the
light- filled Dogwood overlooking the hotel's majestic porch.
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Impeccably designed for the grandest social events with its own pre-function space for
cocktails is the 40-seat Gardenia Room. Located atop the sweeping staircase it
overlooks the grand entrance of the hotel and affords views of Buckhead.

Two fabulous executive rooms, Jade and Lotus, can be transformed into chic, stylish and
intimate private dining rooms. Three large windows in the Jade room make this a sundrenched respite, and both rooms have a pre-function space for a relaxed aperitif before
seating for dinner. There is also a private dining room in the Taipan Lounge.

And the most glorious outdoor private space, situated within an enclosed floral courtyard,
is the stunning English Garden. This is a rare setting for al fresco receptions and is the
quintessential bridal backdrop.
Meticulously managing the occasion with calm and care, the hotel’s social catering
manager and event team works closely with each client to create memorable events that
captivate and inspire. Couples can choose from the wide range of available wedding
packages, or start from scratch to design a dream experience. And for those seeking
additional assistance with photographers, dress

designers and other reputable

professionals, the staff has access to the region’s top talent.

A memorable ingredient to wedding success is the culinary experience. Prided on
personalizing, and customizing each event, the hotel’s banquet and catering staff is
driven to create a Bespoke

Menu that reflects one’s individual food pleasures and

preferences.
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An endless array of personalized services is part of the plan. The experts who maintain
the exquisite English Garden will bring splendor to the event with stunning floral
creations. For family and friends unable to attend, live Internet feed allows you to share
the event with loved ones anywhere in the world. Looking to add some pizzazz and
drama, or make an entrance and exit in a blaze of style? Special arrangements can be
made for a horse drawn carriage with white plumes, a dramatic exit in a cloud of confetti
or endless other arrangements and effects.
For couples that wed at the hotel, Mandarin Oriental’s legendary hospitality lives on after
the nuptials with a complimentary honeymoon night stay as well as benefits at other
Mandarin Oriental hotels within the Group. Spend the night in the city’s most spacious,
luxurious and elegant accommodations – a spectacular start to wedded bliss.

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Atlanta is a serene sanctuary of rejuvenation and
relaxation, prided on world-renowned therapies and personalization. Leading up to the
day, spa personnel can work with brides-to-be, their wedding party, family and friends to
personalize spa treatments aimed at reducing stress and relaxing the mind, body and
spirit.

To speak with a wedding specialist, please contact the hotel directly on +1 (404) 995 7500
or toll free +1 (800) 526 6566; or contact Mandarin Oriental’s worldwide reservations
and sales offices or visit www.mandarinoriental.com.
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About Mandarin Oriental, Atlanta
Housed in an iconic building designed by celebrated American architect Robert A.M.
Stern, Mandarin Oriental, Atlanta soars 42 stories above the Atlanta skyline and offers
sophisticated, residential elegance in its 127 spacious rooms and suites. The intimate
hotel features a blissful 15,000-square foot spa, indoor lap pool, fitness center, extensive
meeting and event space, The Café & Bar for exquisite dining and Taipan,
serving specialty cocktails. The sought-after Buckhead location is steps away from the
region's top dining, chic designer boutiques and cultural attractions. The hotel is 35
minutes from Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport and 10 minutes from the
DeKalb-Peachtree Airport, which accommodates private aircraft.
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